


GABRIELA MESQUITA
I was born in London, England to two Brazilian parents. After my parents decided they 
wanted a better life for our family, we moved to Miami when I was 3 years old and 
we’ve been here since.

I’ve had many opportunities to travel the world throughout my life. Coming from such a 
culturally rich background, my parents have always stressed the importance of travel 
and seeing places around the world. Europe fascinates me and is what got me into 
architecture and design.

I’m a dog mom to a 12-year-old shih tzu, Dixie. I got her when I was 8 years old and 
she is the sweetest dog ever. Just like her mom, she loves to nap and eat carrots.

Being able to study and do what I love is truly a blessing! I hope to one day have my 
own interior design firm and be able to work around the world at places like London, 
Paris, Sydney, Dubai, Florence, and New York City. The ability for a place to take you 
away and put you in your own world, where you are unaware of everything around you, 
is what I love about architecture and design.
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My creative generator was inspired by the different aspects that make up Ironside- Miami, 
architecture, landscape, and the tenants- represented by different colors and materials. 
Miami is represented with the blue triangle, with the transparent blue layer overlayed inside 
to mirror the overlaying of different cultural areas of the city. The silver triangle represents 
the architecture of the site, with metallic paper inside to represent the industrial feel of the 
site. The green triangle represents the landscape, with a natural green plant paper inside to 
furhter identify with the landscape. The orange represents the tenants and those who make 
up Ironside, with the dark orange paper inside to represent the mixing of the different people 
at Ironside.

I chose to incorporate different diagonal shapes that are each unique, just like the different 
aspects that make up Ironside.  Inside of each triangle are icons that represent the different 
aspects, while also relating back to this booklet. Just like Miami Ironside, my piece invites you 
to explore further so that the details are revealed.

PROFILE & DEFINITION
60+ showrooms 
galleries, a butterfly 
garden, fitness studio, 
co-working spaces, Bocce 
court, & Berlin Wall pieces

resembles an Italian town 
& features an outdoor 
plaza (piazza) dotted with 
rainbow eucalyptus trees
 
sustainably crafted site 

designed to foster future 
friendly practices through 
the implementation of 
recycled and upcycled 
materials

developed by Ofer 
Mizrahi, who has been 
prominent in real estate 
development in south 
Florida

a warehouse conversion 
project along the Florida 
Eastcoast Railroad

CREATIVE  GENERATOR
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"Urban Oasis in 
Miami's Upper 
Eastside"

Miami
NE 79th St. / NE 4th Ct. 
Little River, Florida 
along a train track

located just north of 
common tourist sites such 
as American Airlines Arena, 
Wynwood, & Miami Beach

two streets down from 
Biscayne Blvd., a heavily 
commuted road S I T E

There is no clear approach 
to entrances.
It is unclear how to enter 
the site.
Secondary entrances are 
closed off most of the 
time.
There is no emphasis 
on the bocce court- it is 
alienated. 
Ironside is located in an 
area that their clients 
would not normally visit.

I S S U E S

surrounded by NE 79th St. 
(north), NE 4th Ct. (east), 
business warehouse 
(south), & railroad tracks 
(west)
oblique approaches
three primary entrances 
and four secondary 
entrances

A N A LY S I S



primary circulation along 
edge of railroad tracks and 
through piazza
thresholds and nodes 
located near one another
proximity of building allows 
for strong path-space 
relationships

Site does not take fuil 
advantage of its location- 
completely shut off from 
the railroad tracks (no 
views of the track).
It does not take advantage 
or emphasize its nodes and 
thresholds.
Circulation throughout site 
is messy and questionable- 
guests have no idea the 
extent of Ironside or where 
to go because there is no 
directory.
Path from the parking lot 
to the main piazza does 
not play into their “Italian 
enclave” theme.

CIRCULATION
I S S U E S

A N A LY S I S

Rainbow eucalyptus seem 
to be put wherever they 
look best on the site (do not 
serve any programmatic or 
circulatory function).
Oak trees and palm trees 
around site do not provide 
sufficient shade.
Night-blooming jasmine 
planted behind the outer 
wall and fence so passerbys 
don't get to see them.
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A N A L Y S I S
live oak, palm trees, rainbow 
eucalyptus, and jasmine line 
the site
lush and environmentally 
sound
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P R O J E C T 
STATEMENT
Ironside has alot of potential, but its major flaws keep it 
from being as successful a location as it could be. 

Its landscape seems to have been put wherever it looks 
nice. 
All entrances are not defined, making it hard for visitors 
to know where to enter the site.
The tracks are not seen.
The circulation is undefined and lacks any sense of 
direction.
The covered pathway from the parking lot to piazza is 
mundane and out of place compared to the feel of the 
rest of the site. 
Throughout the site, there are not enough breathtaking 
moments to keep the visitor enticed on their visit.



GOALS              STRATEGIES
make Ironside more approachable

create clear entrances

make site easily navigable

emphasize the tracks next to 
Ironside

make the covered path more 
enchanting & fit overall theme

create more foot pedestrian traffic

open all the gates

use industrial materials to create pieces 
that denote entrances

implement design nodes to help with 
wayfinding through the site

create openings in solid outer wall to 
give people view of tracks

make covered path with overlaid 
wooden planks and with a view of the 
train tracks 

provide clear signage outside of the site 
to bring more visitors to Ironside

GOALS & 
STRATEGIES

The goal of this design is to create an 
approachable and inviting site that 
welcomes new visitors and existing 
Ironside clients. 

This will be achieved through the use 
of industrial pieces to denote the 
main entrances and an enchanting 
semi-covered path that keeps visitors 
interested in exploring what the site 
has to offer.

C O N C E P T
STATEMENT



Melbourne, Australia/
National Australia Bank 

Anaheim/Anaheim Bay 
Park

Odessa, Ukraine/
Odessa Restaurant

Melton City/Melton 
Town Center

Paris, France/Ateliers 
de Paris

India/Forum Mall Moscow, Russia/Rio 
Leninsky Mall

Baltimore/Charles 
Commons

What signifies an ENTRANCE?
Establishing a real or implied plane perpendicular to the path of the 
approach

What is a NODE?
An area of heightened activity along a circulation route; special places along 
a path

ENTRANCE
The materials used for the 
entrances are black steel or metal 
and railroad ties to represent the 
industrial and natural features of 
Ironside.

NODE
The nodes will use the same 
materials as the entrance: black 
steel or metal and railroad ties. 
Signage will be done with the use 
of icons to represent the different 
zones (Garden, Parcheggio, 
Mercato, Piazza, and Iron).

WHAT IS 
WAYFINDING?
Wayfinding has to do with the ways in which people 
orient themselves, choose a path within the built 
environment, and navigate through the spaces.

Wayfinding in a site is signalized with entrances and 
nodes. When a person reaches these destinations, there 
is usually some form of signage that directs the user to 
where they want to go. This can be in the form of words, 
phrases, icons, or pictures.



4TH CT. ELEVATION

IRON GATE

PIAZZA IRONSIDES

PARCHEGGIO

MERCADO

ENTRANCES

GARDEN GATE



INTERIOR SITE TERMINUS
IRON GATE

INTERIOR SITE TERMINUS
GARDEN GATE

SITE ENTRANCE
PROMENADE

CENTER LOT NODE
PARCHEGGIO

CENTER NODE
PIAZZA

NODES
WAYFINDING/SIGNAGE



WHAT IS A 
MARKET?

A market is one of the many varieties 
of systems, institutions, procedures, social 
relations and infrastructures whereby parties 
engage in exchange.

Markets consist of goods such as food (fruits, vegetables, honey), craft goods (woven 
hats and jewelry), home goods (homemade candles and soaps), and ready-made food 
(hot dogs, açaí bowls, and smoothies). They allow for local products to be priced and 
sold to the public. Farmer’s markets are beneficial to farmers, communities, and 
consumers.

Vendor requirements:
 vendor to pay a fee, ranging anywhere from $25 to   
 $200 depending on the location and popularity of   
 the market

 approval of vendor & goods by market     
 management

proof of tax registration, specific product labeling, proof of 
produce growth, compliance with Department of Agriculture 
and Consumer Services regulations, nursery certifications, 
and proof of Handlers’ License

Patron requirements: 
 ample parking space

 shading

 places to sit and/or eat 

 food or refreshments
 
 wide variety of goods to  
 purchase 



WHAT IS A 
FOOD TRUCK?
A food truck is a large vehicle that is 
equipped to sell and cook food. 
Food trucks can sell a variety of different products, including artisanal 
waffles, ice cream, hamburgers, regional fast food (Ms. Cheezious), 
and food from scratch. Food trucks have become popular over the 
years for their ability to sell food from local restaurants, offering 
gourmet cuisines and ethnic foods from a portable food booth. They 
are estimated to serve an estimated 2.5 billion people every day.

To operate a food truck, it is required to have a business license and 
permit to operate. On the truck, it is typical to find a refrigerator, grill, 
drink machine, shelves, cabinets, and almost every other item found 
in a restaurant.



SCHEMATIC

DESIGNS
Wind Down Wednesday
 bocce court in back links site from beginning to end

 giant indoor marketspace allow for free space to move   
 around and have a more busy environment

 covered awning in front provides shade for tenants looking  
 to beat hot Florida sun while visiting

Weekend at Ironside
 use of Berlin wall pieces as visual terminus

 indoor and outdoor marketplace to bring in people who like  
 both

 stage towards back provides an auditory attention grabber  
 that would make people want to find out where the music is  
 coming from 
 

Family Friday
 big stage at center terminus in back to bring in visitors

 coffee stand located at entrance for quick visitors who are in  
 a rush and need their caffeine

 open space inside allows for free-flow pedestrian traffic to  
 weave through the market stands 
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N

MERCATO
IRONSIDE

OUTDOOR 
SEATING AREA BAKERY DELI MEATS FISH

INDOOR 
SEATING AREA BOCCE COURT

COFFEE SHOP DRINKS OUTDOOR 
SEATING AREA

FOODTRUCK COVERED SEATING/
VENDOR AREA



PERSPECTIVE 01
FRONT ENTRANCE WITH SIGNAGE

ELEVATION
FRONT PORCH

PERSPECTIVE 02
FRONT PORCH

E N T R A N C E



PERSPECTIVE 01
FRONT VIEW FROM ENTRANCE

PERSPECTIVE 02
VIEW FROM TABLES

ELEVATION 01
FRONT

COFFEE SHOP



PERSPECTIVE 01
VIEW FROM INSIDE 

PERSPECTIVE 02
VIEW FROM FRONT ENTRANCE

ELEVATION 01
FRONT

FRUITS & VEGGIES



PERSPECTIVE 01
VIEW FROM INSIDE

PERSPECTIVE 02
VIEW OF BAKERY & DELI

ELEVATION 01
MEATS & FISH

BAKERY, DELI, 
MEATS, & FISH



PERSPECTIVE 01
FRONT VIEW

PERSPECTIVE 02
VIEW OF TABLES TO BACK

ELEVATION 01
FRONT

DRINKS



PERSPECTIVE 01
BIRD’S EYE VIEW

PERSPECTIVE 02
VIEW FROM TABLES

PERSPECTIVE 03
VIEW OF BENCHES

OUTDOOR 
SEATING AREA



EAST FACING 
ELEVATION

WEST FACING
ELEVATION

SECTIONS




